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Houston is gearing up
for something different
67 transit-oriented
neighborhoods in 2012
New travel options
New live/work/play choices
Sustainable economic clusters,
Better quality of life
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This image shows forecasted population + job density in the areas
surrounding the 2012 Metro light rail system. Darker cells are denser.
The circles are quarter-mile radii around the proposed station areas.
This forecast, from the Houston-Galveston Area Council, assumes
continuation of trends and policies that were in place in 2005.
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Houston in a world of change
Everything is changing. A perfect storm of rising temperatures, rising prices, shrinking
fossil fuel supplies, and economic turmoil has the world’s attention. And just at this
chaotic moment, our country has selected a new leader, whose mantra is change.
Mountains of money are moving around. Consensus is building for a gigantic federal
stimulus program that could put $700 billion or more into the nation’s economic system
to fuel job growth. The rules will be simple: solve the energy crisis and produce the maximum number of jobs in 30-90 days from the date of passage and signing of the bill.
Who will decide where it goes? In a letter to Transportation
for America, President-Elect Obama has written this: “Our
economy is slowing down, we need to stimulate it. Jobs are
disappearing; we need to create new ones. At the same time,
our infrastructure is crumbling and we need to rebuild it.
Now is the time to invest in our future and strengthen our
core infrastructure. I’ll put two million more Americans to
work rebuilding our crumbling roads, bridges and transit
systems – because it is time to build an American infrastructure for the 21st century.... Everyone benefits if we can leave
our cars, to walk, bicycle and access other transportation alternatives.... As president, I will work to provide states and
local governments with the resources they need to address
sprawl and create more livable communities.”
Who gets the money? This is an incredible opportunity to
improve neighborhood infrastructure in our towns and cities.
Houston Tomorrow is working with Smart Growth America,
which is collaborating with national and regional groups to
propose ways to bring economic stimulation to thousands of
metropolitan neighborhoods - beginning in Houston.
A creative explosion is underway. Global collaborations and
dialogue about human habitat are creating the outlines for a
more sustainable framework for development of our cities,
towns, villages, and neighborhoods. The vision that arises is
one in which multiple centers of many sizes organize into collaborative economic clusters that form sustainable networks
of access, mobility, and green infrastructure. Houston, which
has emerged as one of the most multi-centric regions in the
nation, is poised to be a world leader in connecting centers as
it deploys an innovative urban transit system. Bill White says
Houston will be “probably the most aggressive builder of
light rail lines of any city in the US over the next three years.”

WE ARE INVOLVED
In addition to our work on the
board of Smart Growth America,
we serve on its State and Regional Leadership Caucus. We are
also on the steering committee of
America 2050, an initiative to
create a National Infrastructure
Investment Plan that is supported
by Speaker Pelosi. We partner
with Transportation For America,
funded by the Rockefeller Foundation and others, which has proposed concepts and details for
the 2009 transportation authorization bill. We lead a Sustainable
Transportation Networks and
Modes team at the Congress for
the New Urbanism. In Houston,
we serve on many boards, citizen
and business committees, and
government panels.

Sixty-seven livable centers. In 2012, 67 Houston neighborhoods will have light rail service. Centers like Downtown, Uptown, the Medical Center, and Greenway Plaza are very
large. Some in the Third Ward, the East End, and Northside are small. All will evolve in
urban scales appropriate to the area. People who live and/or work in one of these neighborhoods will have easy car-free access to 66 other places, all very different, all with growing
pedestrian amenities. Houston Tomorrow’s analysis suggests that more than half of the
City’s growth could easily be absorbed at these station areas, without use of any new land.
Regional transit cities There are seven large centers in the Houston region that each have
more jobs than downtown San Diego or Miami. They all need to be brought into the urban
network, and we need significant new transit service from outer suburban areas to the edges
of the urban system. Going beyond, we can imagine hundreds of centers of all sizes, giving
people broad choices, near-home amenities, and ease of moving between centers. Houston
Tomorrow is working to analyze and explain those opportunities and challenges.

“Our economy is slowing down, we need to stimulate it. Jobs are disappearing; we need to
create new ones. At the same time, our infrastructure is crumbling and we need to rebuild it.”
Barack Obama in a letter to Transportation for America

COVER: THE NEXT GENERATION OF TRANSIT The image on the
cover shows Houston’s light rail system in 2012. The image at left on this
page shows the City’s rail transit system in 1927. Houston Tomorrow has
been analyzing the old streetcar neighborhoods, discovering that people
who live in them drive far less than people who don’t, even with the transit gone. Bringing transit back to these dense neighborhoods will perhaps
produce the most successful American light rail service in modern times.

THE NEXT GENERATION OF FORECASTS For 10 years, Houston
Tomorrow has worked with the Houston-Galveston Area Council to propose innovations in the presentation of forecast data. One great success:
the adoption by H-GAC of a grid method of plotting data and the standardization of color keys and number ranges that help make complex
population and job growth maps clear for citizens and decision makers.
New data will be released soon, and we will go to work on them.

THE NEXT REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN Work on the
2040 Regional Transportation Plan has begun at H-GAC. A wealth of
new planning concepts and tools are now available to support lower energy consumption in travel as well as lower carbon emissions. The agency
has brought forward a promising “sustainable mobility” concept, and
Houston Tomorrow will work closely to bring information and ideas to
the planning process, and help citizens engage in planning their future.

SUSTAINABLE PROSPERITY & THE TEXAS TRIANGLE As fuel
prices put pressure on truck and air service, shipping and trains become
more important. On land our closest markets are in the Texas Triangle San Antonio, Austin, Dallas/Ft. Worth. As the gateway to the world of
shipping for the Texas Triangle, Houston needs fast rail connections to
the other Triangle metropolitan areas, for both goods and passengers.

GROWING COOLER, DRIVING LESS New research shows we cannot
avert climate change without reducing the growth in our miles of driving. This study says one of the best ways to reduce vehicle travel is to
build places where people can accomplish more with less driving. That
is exactly the concept of the H-GAC Livable Centers program, which
Houston Tomorrow helped define.

FOOD SECURITY Our Houston food conference called for a regional
food policy council, and explored issues of supply, safety, localism, land
use, and economics. The message: Think local, eat fresh food, do it
yourself, share with your friends and neighbors. The long-term goal for
the Houston region: Multiple clusters of cities, towns, villages, and
neighborhoods with green infrastructure - a successful economic model.
THE NEED FOR NATURE The evidence is overwhelming that “naturedeficit disorder,” especially in children, is a real contributor to a host of
issues, including diminished use of the senses, attention difficulties,
higher rates of physical and emotional illness, high crime rates, depression, and other urban maladies. Access to nature is a key goal of Houston Tomorrow, and we view preservation and stewardship of land as essential to our health and quality of life, for generations to come.

Research

Transit-oriented development. To build a
sustainable Houston region, many Houstonians will need more choices to lower household
transportation costs, remove cars from our
roads, use less energy, and emit less carbon.
We are studying the 67 future light rail
neighborhoods of the 2012 METRO system,
to educate the public on the possibilities and
provide policymakers with a toolkit for allowing and encouraging more sustainable development. Through the years we have provided
research on business and light rail construction and service, transit-oriented development,
form-based code, interpreting new building
permits data, and walkability.

Education

Environmental Education Program. In

2009 we will provide class sets of TOMORROW Magazine to environmental science
teachers across the region. Teachers will also receive training, curriculum, and extended resources. The program will be free, thanks to
initial funding from the Brown Foundation.
This year, we hired a teacher, Linda Hatleberg,
to lead our education efforts, beginning with providing locally
relevant math and science
education. In addition to
the new program, we have
given many presentations
to high school and college
classes, and have worked
with classes as mentors
and to guide workshops
and other projects.

“We need to reorder
. the way we live.”

Mayor Bill White said consumer
choice and demand for energy
efficiency will lead development
in the city and surrounding suburbs in the direction of multiuse, higher-density patterns.

Discussion

10 YEARS OF DIALOGUE ABOUT QUALITY
OF LIFE IN THE HOUSTON REGION
We have sponsored hundreds of meetings, lectures, and conferences where tens of thousands
of Houstonians heard several hundred experts
talk of best practices, research, and ideas about
urban growth. Here are some of those speakers:

Randall Arendt • Tom Bacon • Laura Bailey •
Willard Baker • Dan Barnum • Steve Beard •
Steve Belmont, AIA • Scott Bernstein • Minnette Boesel • John Breeding • Jeffrey Brown
• City of Houston Council Member Peter Brown
• James Calaway • Ray Chong • Alan Clark •
Texas Representative Garnet Coleman • Kent
Collins • Patrick Condon • Stephen Costello • Carol
Courville • Wendell Cox • John Crompton, Ph.D. •
David Crossley • Jay Blazek Crossley • Richard DeBose • Hank Dittmar • Guy Donaldson • Gary Edmondson • Nick Elliott • Harris County Judge Ed Emmett • Bob Eury • Reid Ewing • Richard Farias • Judi
Foster • Mack Fowler • Bill Franks • Paul Frison •
Marlene Gafrick • Tory Gattis • David Goldberg •
Barry Goodman • Mike Greenberg • David Gresham
• John Guess • Stella Gustavson • Kari Hackett •
Guy Hagstette • Dr. Winnie Hamilton • Tom Henderson • James Hill • David Hitchcock • Mike Howard •
Kathy Huber • DeWayne Huckabay • John E. Ikerd,
Ph.D. • John Jacob, Ph.D, A&M • Van James • Patricia Knudson Joiner • Mark Kaufman, AIA • Wendy
Kelsey • Ken Klein • Dr. Stephen Klineberg • John
Koros • John Kreger • James Howard Kunstler • City
of Houston Mayor Bob Lanier • U.S. Congressman
Nick Lampson • Chris Leinberger • Ned Levine, Ph.D.
• Dr. Carol Lewis • Bob Litke • Gregg Logan • Jennifer
Lorenz • Sam Lott • Rick Lowe • Ernesto Maldonado
• Joseph G. Masabni, Ph.D • Christine McCullumGomez, Ph.D., R.D., L.D. • Carlos Meltzer • Evelyn
Merz • Dmitry Messen • Will Meyer • Brent Moon •
Dr. Richard Murray • Dr. Arthur C. Nelson, ASCE,
FAICP • Mike O'Brien • George Oswald • John L.
Park, Ph.D. • Larry Payne • Bill Peel • Neal Peirce •
Catherine Rentz Pernot • Mary Anne Piacentini •
Peter Price • Bob Randall, Ph.D. • Janet Redeker •
Ilana Reisz, PhD • Carroll Robinson • George Rodriguez • Nestor Rodriguez • Donna Roth • Max
Samfield • Zane Segal • Sharon Seihl • Philip Shackelford • Kevin Shanley • Linda Shead • Christof Spieler • Steve Spillette • Ben Starrett • Heidi Sweetnam •
Joe Synan • Jeff Taebel, AICP • Mike Talbott • Barbara Tennant • Kingslea Thomas • Amanda Timm •
Stephen Tinnermon • Keith Wade • Austin Mayor Kirk
Watson • Joe Webb • Lily Wells • Chuck Wemple •
Mary Ellen Whitworth • Doug Williams • John Wilson
• Reid Wilson • Mark Winne • E. D. Wulfe • Karl Zavitkovsky – and coming soon, Peter Newman

10

Years
of
Change

TEN PRODUCTIVE YEARS • 100s of forums &
study groups • 1000s of web pages • More than
175 sets of maps • Dozens of publications • More
than 70 essays • 18op/ed articles • 7 conferences •
164 newsletters • Several signficant research projects • 27 Transportation Bulletins • 111 Livable
Houston public meetings • More than 480 presentations to more than 20,000 people in business,
civic, university, and government groups

EFFICIENT USE OF MONEY We are a small
organization that has been very productive
with the money we have. In the chart at
left, you can see that the overwhelming
share of our annual budget goes to programs to support our mission of improving the quality of life in the Houston region. We will continue to pursue this goal,
but to do more we must increase our staff
over the next two years. We can only do that
with your visionary support.
DONATE

NEW WEBSITE Our new website will be the
go-to place in Houston for information and
ideas about quality of life, transportation and
land use, health and wellbeing, and policies to
promote all of these. Because an informed citizenry is the key to successful government, this
site provides locally relevant information on crucial growth issues. Every day, we publish news
on the cutting edge of urban thinking from
across the world as well as the Houston region,
and that ability will grow with the addition of a
new reporter/editor to our staff.
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Sponsorship opportunities

Your firm, corporation, community group, or organization can partner with Houston Tomorrow
in improving the quality of life in the Houston region by becoming a sponsor of one of the important efforts below. Additional opportunities will become available throughout the year.
MEGAREGIONS & METROPOLITAN PROSPERITY: Sustainable Economics for the Texas Triangle
In the fall of 2009, we will host a megaregional conference with national partners and key participants in the development of the metropolitan and rural areas in the Texas Triangle. We’ll explore changing paradigms about metropolitan economies and the keys to development of the
Triangle into a true global powerhouse, with Houston as the artery to the sea.
DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER SERIES This series brings to Houston important thinkers and actors
whose research and ideas impact the way we address growth and quality of life in our cities,
town, villages, and neighborhoods. It is possible to sponsor the series, or individual events.
TOMORROW MAGAZINE Our informative magazine reaches more than 4,000 Houston region citizens and decision makers, including every elected official. It will be provided to teachers in our
new Environmental Education program. Sponsor a year of publication, or an individual issue.
FOR INFORMATION Call Jay Blazek Crossley at 713-523-5757, or send email inquiries to
jay.crossley@houstontomorrow.org

The Gulf Coast Institute is now Houston Tomorrow

